PRODUCT SHEET

GTVIEWER
GTViewer delivers simple-to-use, customizable apps for
iPhones, iPads, and Android mobile devices that enable
disconnected field viewing, redline, and simple collection
workflows with Intergraph G/Technology® data. It supports
the large number of users whose work does not require the
functional sophistication of laptop-based solutions.
GTViewer supports cached work in locations without viable
network connectivity. Users can sketch information and add
annotations as redlines, review and update attributes of existing
features, and collect simple records for new features. They can
then share this information with others and use it to update the
master asset records housed in Intergraph G/Technology.
By supporting end-to-end, digital roundtrip field workflows,
GTViewer avoids the overhead of processing records manually,
such as re-keying field notes and mark-up. It also removes
transcription errors, data inconsistencies, and delays
by providing more complete, accurate, and up-to-date
information in the asset register.

APP ADVANTAGES
LOWER SOLUTION COST
GTViewer offers substantially lower capital and operational
costs than laptop-based mobile solutions. It leverages the
cost-savings inherent in consumer mobile platforms. These
include lower hardware costs, reduced training and support
requirements, and faster and easier deployment.

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY
GTViewer leverages the familiarity and portability of consumer
mobile devices to offer an improved field solution. Mobile
apps are familiar and simple to use. Consumer mobile devices

are lighter and more portable than ruggedized laptops and
handhelds. They have longer battery life, and require few, if
any, peripherals. Software updates are pushed and applied
automatically, minimizing disruption to users.

GREATER CAPABILITIES
Users benefit from the capabilities of consumer mobile devices,
including integrated communications functions, camera, and GPS.

MORE USER-FOCUSED
GTViewer provides a framework for deploying tailored data collection
tools. Users can customize the app with forms to streamline specific
field data capture tasks, such as data validation.

FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW
REVIEW, REDLINE & COLLECTION
Using Intergraph G/Technology as the system of record, data
(including symbology) is transferred between the enterprise
database and GTViewer using mobile subsets. Subsets package
the data and any custom forms required for a job. Once
downloaded, users can work offline on simple data collection or
add sketches and annotations as redlines. Upon reconnecting to
the server, they can share this information with others and use
to amend master records.

SEARCH & NAVIGATION
GTViewer supports a range of methods for locating assets, work
areas, or a user’s current position. In addition to basic pan and
zoom, users can locate using queries, bookmarked locations, or
GPS coordinates. With a working network connection and Google
Maps installed on the device, users can leverage locations to
generate driving directions from their current position.

CUSTOMIZATION
OVERVIEW
GTViewer supports several methods to simplify workflows and
enhance data quality, including tailored forms, communication with
third-party applications, and, when connected, the ability to extend
functional capabilities by executing server-based processes.

FORMS
The app’s data collection framework allows administrators to create
data collection forms to leverage with any feature or point in the map
view. Data capture forms are created using HTML and JavaScript,
and deployed with the downloaded datasets. Administrators can
associate forms with a specific feature type for performing capture
tasks, such as pole inspections or valve inspections. The forms can
be simple or sophisticated, depending on requirements. They can
access all tabular attributes associated with a specific feature, as
well as information previously captured.

APP CONTEXT SWITCHING
Users can launch GTViewer from other applications using a
custom URL scheme. This includes the ability to pass queries or
coordinates to the receiving application.

CONNECTED SERVER
If a user has a wireless connection, GTViewer can communicate
with a web server to perform tasks remotely, then display and
save the results locally. The returned information can be tabular
and/or graphic, and can be saved for offline use. Other potential
applications of the framework include resource-intensive tasks,
such as network tracing or other advanced analysis.

MOBILITY SUITE

GTViewer supports disconnected workflows on iPhones, iPads, and Android
mobile devices.

Hexagon Safety & Infrastructure offers a suite of mobile
products that enable solutions to be closely matched to the
needs of different user groups, including choice of form
factor, device type, and technical capabilities. GTViewer for
iOS and GTViewer for Android provide disconnected workflows
on iPhones, iPads, and Android mobile devices. Intergraph
G/Technology MobileViewer provides disconnected operation
on Windows® laptops and tablets. Intergraph NetWorks® Portal
supports connected workflows via browsers across multiple
platforms, including mobile operation on laptops and tablets.
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